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ABSTRACT: The use of a magic-angle turning and
phase-adjusted spinning sideband NMR experiment to
resolve and quantify the individual local environments in
the high field 7Li and 31P NMR spectra of paramagnetic
lithium-ion battery materials is demonstrated. The use of
short radio frequency pulses provides an excitation
bandwidth that is sufficient to cover shift anisotropy of
>1 MHz in breadth, allowing isotropic and anisotropic
components to be resolved.

Since the first rechargeable lithium-ion (Li-ion) battery was
commercialized by Sony in 1991, the use of Li-ion batteries

as power sources for portable electronic devices, such as laptops
and cell phones, has grown dramatically. These batteries offer
high volumetric and high gravimetric energy density and long
cycle life. However, cost, safety, stored energy density, and
charge and discharge rates as well as service life are issues that
continue to plague the development of large-scale Li-ion
batteries for electrical vehicles (EVs), plug-in hybrid electric
vehicles (PHEVs), and stationary storage. New positive and
negative electrodes have been developed during the past 30
years to address some of these issues,1,2 and solid-state 6/7Li
NMR has played an important role in characterizing these
materials and monitoring the changes of the Li local (structural
and electronic) environment during the charge and discharge
processes.3

Many of the Li-ion electrode materials are paramagnetic
either in their pristine or charged and discharged states.
Because of the strong nucleus−electron spin dipolar interaction
(giving rise to ‘paramagnetic shift anisotropy’), magic-angle
sample spinning (MAS) alone may not be sufficient to allow
high-resolution NMR spectra to be obtained, in which the
individual components are resolved. Spinning sidebands (ssbs)
may overlap among themselves making isotropic shift assign-
ment and quantitative analysis difficult especially for samples
containing multiple Li sites, and/or broad and overlapping
resonances. These problems are further intensified at higher B0
magnetic fields as the electron−nuclear dipolar interaction
scales linearly with field.3 To alleviate this problem, low B0
fields and 6Li isotopic enrichment (γ7Li/γ6Li = 2.6) are often
used for reducing the broadening effects of paramagnetic shift
anisotropy and, consequently, the width of the sideband
manifolds in units of Hz. However, this comes at the cost of
lower sensitivity and the need to enrich samples, particularly
when they are extracted in the small quantities typically

obtained from standard “coin cell” or “swagelok” batteries.
Other nuclei, such as 31P, 29Si, and 11B can be used as
complementary probes, being particularly useful in investigating
“charged” electrode materials, i.e., ones containing little or no
Li. However, these nuclei (and 31P in particular) have high
gyromagnetic ratios and large hyperfine shifts due to the high
covalency of the P−O (and Si−O and B−O) bonds,4 making
the use of very high spinning speeds and low fields essential for
samples in which multiple sites are present.
In this communication, a NMR experiment that combines

the magic-angle turning (MAT)5 and the phase-adjusted
sideband separation (PASS)6 techniques to obtain isotropic
NMR spectra with apparently infinite MAS spinning rates is
presented. The experiment allows quantitative NMR spectra of
paramagnetic electrode materials to be obtained without ssbs at
the moderate and high B0 fields available in most NMR
laboratories. The MAT experiment was originally developed for
separating the isotropic and anisotropic chemical shifts using
very slow MAS. Recently, it has been shown that the broad
bandwidth of π/2 (projection) pulses can cover the very large
chemical shift anisotropy of some high-Z spin-half nuclei to
obtain ‘infinite speed’ spectra under fast MAS.7,8 On the other
hand, PASS is an experiment consisting of a sequence of π-
pulses applied at an array of predetermined timings under
MAS. A Fourier transform of only a few t1 increments separates
the ssbs according to their order. The proposed experiment
exploits the advantages of the highly efficient PASS and the
exclusive use of short projection pulses from MAT to obtain
isotropic NMR spectra at high magnetic fields (B0 = 19.6 T,
ν0(

1H) = 830 MHz) from materials with shift anisotropy
exceeding 1 MHz.
Figure 1a shows the projection-MATPASS pulse sequence.

The three evolution segments spaced 120° apart in rotor
position completely average out the anisotropic shift regardless
of the spinning rate. Note that the third evolution segment,
necessary to satisfy this condition, is included during the null
evolution (p = 0) period enclosed by dashed lines, which is
equivalent to a superposition of p = +1 and −1 evolution. The
isotropic shift is refocused at the end of t1 because the first two
t1/3 evolution periods (p = +1) have a total duration equal to
the (p = −1) period prior to t2 acquisition. The t2 acquisition is
shifted with t1 such that the evolution period only encodes the
anisotropic shift. This modification turns MAT into a PASS
experiment, because the total t1 evolution modulates the phase
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of the ssbs according to their order. Fourier transformation of t1
then yields separated ssbs. In summary, the original MAT
experiment,5 which only employs small flip-angle (≤90°)
pulses, is turned into a PASS experiment by a t1-dependent
delay of the acquisition time, as previously shown for the 5-π
version of MAT.11 Presented herein is the first instance of
PASS spectra acquired solely using projection pulses.
It should be noted that the PASS separation requires a t1

evolution spanning only one rotor period (τr) and does not
have to start from t1 = 0 as required in most 2D NMR
experiments. This allows the first t1 increment to be set to t1/3
= n·τr/3 (n ≠ 3), leaving sufficient time to accommodate for
finite pulse lengths and radio frequency (rf) dead time without
the need for a conventional spin echo. The pulse sequence is
essentially a concatenation of two stimulated echo experiments
and emphatically avoids the use of π-pulses, which can severely
limit the excitation bandwidth, as shown by the spectra in
Figure 1b of the positive electrode material LiMnPO4. The use
of only short pulses in the stimulated echo experiment provides
a much broader excitation bandwidth than that obtained with a
Hahn echo. However, the maximum intensity of the stimulated
echo experiment is attenuated by a factor of 2 because only one
component of the transverse magnetization is retained during
the projection segment (p = 0 → +1→ 0). Thus, application of
only short (small flip angle) pulses in projection-MATPASS
also provides a much larger excitation bandwidth than previous
techniques which incorporate one or more π-pulses, but the
two projection segments yield a maximum signal of 25%
compared to one-pulse excitation spectra. An alternative
increase in excitation bandwidth can be obtained for para-
magnetic systems via adiabatic frequency-swept pulses.12

Figure 2 shows the application of the projection-MATPASS
experiment to Li2MnO3, chosen because it is a model sample

for the class of paramagnetic battery materials with general
composition xLi2MnO3-yLi(Ni0.5Mn0.5)O2. This sample has
resonances with large shift anisotropy that span a breadth of
more than 1 MHz resulting in numerous ssbs even at MAS
frequencies greater than 30 kHz. The projection-MATPASS
experiment yields a 2D spectrum with each of the ssbs
separated into a different slice in F1 (Figure 2c). A spectral
shear13,14 along F2 aligns all the ssbs at the isotropic peak
positions.11 Subsequent addition of the F1 slices yields a
quantitative, purely isotropic spectrum as shown in Figure 2b.
The observed isotropic 7Li spectrum shows good agreement
with a prior 6Li MAS NMR spectrum (νr = 38 kHz).15 The
single peak at ∼1500 ppm corresponds to Li sites in the
[Li1/3Mn2/3] “honeycomb” layers of this material; the absence
of other peaks at this position indicates that these layers are
well-ordered. In contrast, the group of sites at ∼760 ppm shows
more than two peaks, which is inconsistent with what is
expected from the crystal structure of this material. This
phenomenon has been observed previously in low field 6Li
spectra and is ascribed to disorder in the stacking of the
honeycomb layers (detailed discussion in ref 15.). The isotropic
shifts observed in Figure 2 are collectively smaller by ∼10 ppm
than the prior 6Li MAS NMR spectrum with νr = 38 kHz due
to the differences in sample temperatures that result from the
heating effects of sample spinning. The temperature depend-
ence of the hyperfine shift16 complicates the use of the
conventional method for identifying the isotropic resonances,
which involves application of different spinning frequencies,
because a variation of the spinning frequency also causes a
change in sample temperature17,18 and, thus, a shift of the
whole spectrum. The MATPASS experiment yields isotropic
peaks without this complication. Of particular relevance to the
characterization of paramagnetic cathode materials, the results
clearly demonstrate that the MATPASS experiment provides a

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the projection-MATPASS experiment,
where NP1 is number of t1 values spanning one rotor period and black
bars represent short pulses of equal length. A 20-step cogwheel9 phase
cycle determined using the program described in ref 10 selects the
desired coherence transfer pathway: φ1 = 0, φ2 = 12k·(2π/20), φ3 =
10k·(2π/20), φ4 = 2k·(2π/20), φ5 = k·(2π/20), and φR = 5k·(2π/20)
with k = 0, 1, 2, ..., 19. (b) Comparison of 7Li NMR spectra of
LiMnPO4 (νr = 30, ν1 = 132 kHz) acquired with one-pulse excitation,
rotor-synchronized Hahn echo and stimulated echo experiments to
demonstrate the broader excitation bandwidth obtained by using
1.9 μs π/2 projection pulses rather than a standard π-pulse. All
experiments were performed on a 19.6 T superconducting magnet
with a Bruker DRX spectrometer and a home-built 1.8 mm MAS
probe using a 100 ms recycle delay.

Figure 2. (a) 7Li MAS spectrum of Li2MnO3 (prepared by heat
treatment of Li2CO3 and Mn2O3 at 650 °C for 12 h, then at 850 °C for
24 h) sample.15 (b) Isotropic spectrum obtained from summation of
ssbs after shearing of (c) 2D MATPASS spectrum. Inset shows
expanded view of the isotropic peaks around 760 ppm. Asterisks
denote residual ssbs. Spectra were acquired at 19.6 T with νr = 33.3
kHz, pulse widths of 1.0 μs, and NP1 = 32.
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robust method for identifying and quantifying the concen-
tration of the 1500 ppm resonance (i.e., the signature of Li in
the transition-metal layers) in xLi2MnO3-yLi(Ni0.5Mn0.5)O2
and xLiCoO2-yLi(Ni0.5Mn0.5)O2 (NMC) systems, an indicator
of a class of defects in these materials, which has been strongly
correlated with function.3

The robustness of the MATPASS approach is further
demonstrated by its application to a cathode material with an
associated 7Li spectrum in which no individual isotropic
resonances can be resolved (other than the resonance from
Li in the diamagnetic fraction of the solid − an impurity) due to
overlap of multiple broad resonances (Figure 3a). The sample

has been extracted from a cell comprising the cathode material
Li2FeSiO4, following 4 charge cycles and a final charge to 3.7 V
to yield a composition of approximately LiFeSiO4.

19 The
MATPASS isotropic projection (Figure 3b,c) clearly demon-
strates that the broad featureless resonance centered at ∼300
ppm in Figure 3a is actually comprised of multiple isotropic
resonances that spread over a range of about 800 ppm (>250
kHz). The resonances at 600−800 ppm are assigned to Li
environments near Fe3+, while the resonances at 200 ppm are
environments that are observed during the transition of the
material from its initial structure to the final more stable
structure.
The ability of projection-MATPASS to yield isotropic MAS

resonances for S = 1/2 nuclei with high gyromagnetic ratios
and large hyperfine shifts, such as 31P, is best illustrated by the
31P spectra of Li3Fe2(PO4)3 (Figure 4). The total breadth of the
spectrum is approximately 1.2 MHz, requiring acquisition of
the MAS spectrum in several parts due to limitations in the
excitation bandwidth. Similarly, the 2D spectrum shown in
Figure 4c was obtained by concatenation of two separate 2D
spectra acquired using the carrier positions denoted by Tx1 and
Tx2 in Figure 4b. The isotropic projections obtained from the
2D spectra are shown as red and blue dashed lines in Figure 4b.
The cumulative projection (Figure 4b, black trace) shows three

isotropic resonances with linewidths of 40, 43, and 51 kHz that
exceed the MAS rate (and thus could not be resolved by MAS)
and maxima at 14 160, 15 020, and 15 800 ppm, respectively.
Notably, using the 2D MATPASS experiment at a single B0
field and MAS frequency, this information is obtained
straightforwardly, whereas multiple B0 fields and MAS
frequencies were previously necessary to resolve the interplay
between the effects of sample heating and spinning sideband
positions upon change of spinning speed, so isotropic
resonances could be identified.18 The straightforward acquis-
ition of isotropic spectra using MATPASS should greatly
facilitate the use of 31P NMR as an additional probe for the
characterization of phosphorus-containing Li-ion battery
materials.
Several issues need be considered for the projection

MATPASS experiment as applied to investigate Li environ-
ments in paramagnetic (Li-ion battery) materials. First, the 6Li
and 7Li nuclides have spins S > 1/2 and possess electric
quadrupolar moments. The first-order quadrupolar evolution
can be refocused by MAT, just as chemical shift anisotropy, but
only for coherences that remain in the same transitions (central
or satellite) of the S > 1/2 spin. Coherences that switch
transitions between the evolution segments are not refocused
and can cause t1 modulation of the signal intensity leading to
residual ssbs. Simulations show that the intensities of residual
ssbs remain less than 5% of the isotropic peak for CQ values up
to 200 kHz (Figure S1 in the Supporting Information). 7Li has
a relatively small quadrupolar moment, and most Li-ion battery
materials have CQ values within this limit.20,21 Second, the
projection-MATPASS pulse sequence is a nonconstant time
experiment in contrast to the original PASS scheme;6 hence,

Figure 3. (a) 7Li MAS spectrum of charged Li2−xFeSiO4 following four
charge−discharge cycles. (b) Expansion of resonances from 0 to 720
ppm from (c) isotropic spectrum of charged Li2−xFeSiO4 obtained
from summation of ssbs after F2 shearing of (d) 2D MATPASS
spectrum. Spectra were acquired at 19.6 T with νr = 34 kHz, pulse
widths of 1.5 μs, and NP1 = 16.

Figure 4. (a) 31P NMR stimulated echo spectrum of Li3Fe2(PO4)3
obtained by taking a skyline projection of several spectra acquired at
carrier intervals of 300 kHz. (b) Isotropic projection obtained after
shearing along F2 of (c) 2D MATPASS spectrum. 2D MATPASS
spectrum was acquired as two segments using carrier positions
denoted by Tx1 and Tx2, ν0 = 342.0 MHz, νr = 30 kHz, NP1 = 16,
pulse widths of 1.5 μs, rf field amplitude of ν1 = 125 kHz, and recycle
delay of 30 ms; spectrometer and probe details are given in caption to
Figure 1. Dashed circles enclose aliased spinning sidebands due to
insufficient number of t1 increments, NP1.
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the intensity of the t1 slices is subjected to larger T2 relaxation
effects as the value of t1 increases. This variation over the range
of t1 can also contribute to residual ssbs. The T2 of these
compounds are short, typically in the hundreds of micro-
seconds,22 but are still much longer than the rotor period at
MAS frequencies greater than 30 kHz. Hence, relaxation effects
are minimal as long as T2/τr ≫ 1. Third, t1 modulation of the
projection pulse efficiency can also lead to residual ssbs. This
modulation can become dramatic, as shown recently in the case
of central transition spectra of half-integer quadrupolar nuclei,
because of a level crossing mechanism.23 MAT has an
advantage over traditional PASS in that this modulation is
averaged to zero in first order. For paramagnetic materials, the
t1 modulation due to the frequency offset of pulses can be
significant, given that the shift anisotropy can span almost 10
times the magnitude of ν1. As confirmed by the simulations in
Figure S2, the frequency offset is the leading cause of residual
ssbs observed experimentally. Thus, pulses with flip angles
smaller than 90° should be used when necessary to ensure that
the experiment has an adequately broad excitation bandwidth
and acceptable residual ssbs, noting that increased excitation
bandwidth comes at a cost of (sin θ)/√2 in the efficiency for
each pulse, where θ is the on-resonance flip angle. Alternatively,
since shift anisotropy scales linearly with field, the breadth of
the spectra, and hence the stringent requirement on excitation
bandwidth, can be reduced substantially by performing
experiments at low B0 fields. In this context, performing
experiments at 19.6 T to give patterns with breadths in excess
of 1 MHz may be considered a ‘worst-case’ scenario; presented
primarily for demonstration purposes and to fully test the
limitations of the proposed method.
It should be emphasized that the projection-MATPASS

experiment excels in two aspects which have generally been
mutually exclusive in previous high-resolution sideband
separation methods: a broad excitation bandwidth and a low
requirement in the number of t1 increments. The broad
excitation bandwidth obtained from exclusion of large flip-angle
refocusing pulses makes the experiment viable for samples with
large anisotropy (∼1 MHz) and/or isotropic peaks far
exceeding the MAS rate, both of which are by no means trivial
cases. The evolution of only anisotropy in the indirect
dimension allows the number of t1 increments to be restricted
to the minimum necessary without the need for methods such
as States24 or time-proportional phase incrementation,25

significantly reducing the time−cost and complexity of the
experiment. Furthermore, 2D sideband-separated spectra, such
as those shown in Figures 2−4, can be obtained by direct 2D
Fourier transformation of the acquired data as is, without any
intricate manipulation.
In conclusion, a magic-angle turning sideband separation

experiment that can be used effectively to obtain quantitative
isotropic NMR spectra is presented here. Its application to Li-
ion battery materials has demonstrated the capability to deal
with large shift anisotropy in excess of 1 MHz and resonance
lines broader than the MAS frequency, such as those found in
paramagnetic systems with large electron−nuclear dipolar
interactions. The experiment can be similarly applied to a
wide range of other paramagnetic systems, from biology to
materials chemistry (e.g., in catalytic systems or in metal
organic frameworks).
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